
Chapter 5176

Jackson could clearly feel that his strength had taken a big step forward,
And even his control of his own internal dantian and meridians had greatly 
improved.
Previously, he was like a handicapped person with poor eyesight,
Who could only see the state of his body in a haze, but now,
He felt like he had a new pair of healthy eyes, and could see the situation inside his 
body at a glance.
This all-around improvement made him marvel, but also excited to the point of 
tears.
He couldn’t help but think in his heart,
“So this is what the Dark Realm feels like ……”
“Everything has become stronger and clearer, compared to before, it’s simply a 
qualitative improvement!”
“If I didn’t enter the door of the Dark Realm,”
“You will never be able to experience such a wonderful feeling in a lifetime!”
“I’ve waited for thirty years, and now it’s all worth it!”
Thinking of this, Jackson opened his eyes,
In the haze of tears, he saw Charlie’s face,
So he once again bent down and bowed, choking with excitement,
“Mr. Wade …… thank you for the opportunity you have bestowed on this 
subordinate!”
“This subordinate …… has finally broken through to the dark realm!”
Charlie smiled faintly and said seriously:
“The Dark Realm is just a new beginning,”
“The road ahead is even more difficult and farther than the decades you’ve walked 
before.”
“Another thirty to fifty years would be required.”
Speaking here, Charlie suddenly turned, and said seriously:
“However, the longer you live, the more effort you need to put in,”
“Ordinary people retire at the age of sixty to take care of themselves,”
“But martial artists, having the pursuit of cultivation,”
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“I’m afraid that at the age of 160 still have to work hard to cultivate,”
“Life can not be easy, after this long road,”
“You and Joseph should be prepared for adequate psychological heap.”
“This is definitely a pain that is difficult for ordinary people to experience.”
Jackson said respectfully, “Mr. Wade don’t worry,”
“Since the day I stepped into the door of martial arts,”
“I have already had a firm belief, the path of martial arts,”
“The road is long and far, I will go up and down and seek!”
Charlie nodded gently and said indifferently,
“From today onwards, teach these dead soldiers and Cavalry Guards well,”
“There will be a battle with the Warriors Den in the future,”
“How much chance you have of surviving depends in large part on how better you 
can teach them.”
Jackson said respectfully, “I understand!”
“Please rest assured, Mr. Wade, from today onwards,”
“I will teach them wholeheartedly without any reservations!”
Charlie faintly breathed a sigh of relief and spoke,
“Alright, go and bring in the original commissioner,”
“At least he is a Dark Realm expert, he cannot be wasted.”
“This subordinate obeys!”
Jackson quickly brought in the commissioner, who had been completely controlled 
by Charlie, from outside.
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